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Cooking of food in Sous Vide process is cost shaving and longer the life of the food items which is
made available due to perfect vacuum food packaging machine sous vide. Until and unless the food
items are properly packing with vacuum sealing, the food items can't be preserved for a long time
afresh with its quality as before and thus longer the life of the food products.

Packaging with vacuum sealing means the food items that are being kept in the packet are free from
Oxygen. The process of food packing with vacuum sealing thus prevents the food items from
oxidization which is the cause of loss of nature and utility of the food products.

To obtain the full benefit of sous vide cooking, the food packing with vacuum sealing is as such very
much necessary. The machine which helps the food products to be packed with vacuum sealing has
got a great value in sous vide cooking process. This machine is widely known as 'Machine Sous
Vide'. The different Company named this machine with their brand name, but mostly it is known as
sous vide machine.

To make the food products fully airtight, that is, free from Oxygen, packaging is the essential one
and the machine is inevitably necessary for properly packaging. Emballage-System-Sous-Vide-fr. Is
a part of FACO Group Europe, the vacuum machine specialist in Europe? The Company provides
the machine at a competitive price keeping the quality as good as possible.

Kitchen equipment helps to preserve the food intact and also maintain the aroma and juices of the
food. The FACO Group provides variety of kitchen appliances at competitive prices in the market.

Packaging for the food trades like butchers, restaurants, food stores, etc.) Emballage-system-sous-
vide-fr from FACO offers the high quality and exquisite machines sous vide, Emballage sous vide
and many more similar products at affordable rates. The vacuum packaging machines are
considered necessary for the purpose of smart kitchen and also to keep the nutrition of the food.
This also prevents the food from environment.

There is another eminent machine sous vide of FACO Group Europe is available in the market.
Appareil-Sous-Vide is also a part of FACO Group Europe, the vacuum packing machine and food-
grade packaging machine specialist in Europe.

Hence, purchasing of food packing with vacuum sealing system machine from FACO save cost and
keep food longer fresh sous vide cooking, the system of cooking which has no alternative toward
keeping the quality of the food intact.
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Machine Sous Vide.
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